
 
 

 

Commercial Real Estate “Matchmaker” Launches in Phoenix 

 

Online Marketplace Will Help Tenants Find Their Perfect Space 

 

Minneapolis, MN – December 11, 2015 - Crelow, an online marketplace that empowers 

tenants to control their search for the perfect office space, has launched Phoenix’s first 

commercial real estate “matchmaker” service.  It will have a major impact on 80% of the 

market—small businesses looking for less than 5000 square feet of office space.  These 

smaller tenants require the same amount of time but generate smaller commissions for the 

broker, leaving them extremely underserved and disenfranchised. 

 

“This is a huge problem for small businesses that are being left on their own to find the 

perfect space,” notes Jim Simpson, Crelow’s CEO.  “We wanted to develop a solution 

that would make it easy for them to find the great office space they deserve.  At the same 

time, Crelow also helps reps and landlords to make the process more effective for 

everyone.” 

 

Crelow will be in every major market in the country by the end of 2016 and is coming to 

Phoenix because of its potential.  According to the Arizona Small Business Association 

60 percent of their members plan on adding jobs over the next year. “Clearly, our 

technology has tremendous potential for this important segment of the Phoenix 

commercial real estate market,” Simpson adds.   

 

The commercial real estate market has operated in the same way for decades but the 

Crelow technology changes that.  The company’s marketplace provides a unique way for 

tenants and tenant reps looking for office space to make their needs known to everyone in 

the market without the traditional methods that might only bring them a handful of 

options.  At the same time, it helps tenant reps increase the number of tenants they can 

serve—compounding their income.  The Crelow marketplace is also a significant benefit 

for landlords and their reps, because it gives them an easy way to receive and respond to 

pre-qualified tenant requirements from all over their territory. 

 

Using the Bid Requester™ web app on Crelow, a tenant or tenant rep can create a bid 

request that describes the essentials of the desired office space in detail.  “Our research 

indicated that tenants are most concerned that their space helps attract and retain 

outstanding employees who fit their culture,” Simpson added.  “That’s why our site 

walks them through details they might not have thought of on their own, including things 

like the availability of parking and public transit, proximity to retail and restaurants, or 

whether pets are allowed, just to name a few.” Other attributes are also gathered such as 

the number of conference rooms and other spaces desired, whether the building is LEED 

certified and its overall style.  Those details are then posted to the Crelow Deal Board™ 

http://www.bizjournals.com/profiles/company/us/az/phoenix/arizona_small_business_association/3291949


along with the location and the price the tenant is willing to pay.   

 

Landlords and landlord reps that have designated their territory are immediately informed 

by email as bid requests are posted. From there, they submit bids directly to the tenant or 

tenant rep.  Once interest is expressed in a bid, Crelow introduces the parties and lets 

them do the rest. 

 

“Of course, not every tenant feels confident in conducting their search alone,” Simpson 

adds.  “Some want the help of a tenant rep and don’t have one, so we are facilitating that 

process with our free Rep Matcher™ service.” 

 

Rep Matcher solves a problem for both tenant and rep.  For the reps, they suddenly have 

a host of prequalified tenants coming to them and for the tenants it broadens their 

opportunity to find a rep they will feel comfortable with.  Once tenants have filled out 

basic information about the office space they are seeking, the technology presents them 

with a “gallery” of tenant reps who specialize in what they are looking for and enables 

them to request an introduction. 

For tenants who choose to drive the process themselves, Crelow’s new marketplace 

enables them to realize the savings they create. When a tenant submits their own Bid 

Request, the landlord can compete for their business by offering a Crebate™ tenant cash 

incentive. A Crebate is a way for the landlord to share the savings they are realizing by 

dealing directly with the tenant, instead of through a tenant rep. The Crebate can be 

anywhere from 0% to infinity and it’s paid to the tenant by the landlord after lease 

signing.  

“These new services represent dramatic change in the commercial real estate industry,” 

concludes Peter Fitzgerald, a broker with Cushman & Wakefield/NorthMarq who has 

used the service.  “Crelow not only includes reps on both sides of the deal, they have 

found a way to make smaller businesses more attractive to both tenant reps and landlord 

reps.  It’s definitely a win, win, win situation that puts the small business tenant front and 

center.” 
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